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REVIEW

We recently elucidated several misperceptions in a field related to toxin/antitoxin (TA) systems,
persister cell biology (Kim andWood, 2016, 2017). Here, in the following sections, we aim to initiate
a similar discussion about several inaccurate yet entrenched theories that are related to TA systems.
Most of these misperceptions are based on overproducing toxins; i.e., many toxins of TA systems
appear lethal if produced from a strong promoter. However, conclusions based on overproducing
toxins may not be relevant for physiological conditions.

The toxin/antitoxin (TA) field, born of controversy, is plagued by several prevailing
misperceptions. For example, some TA systems stabilize plasmids and other genomic regions;
however, the evidence of post-segregational killing by toxins of TA systems is weak. In addition, the
evidence is weak for cell death via TA systems like MazF/MazE and weak for TA systems mediating
death in phage exclusion systems. Although many aspects of the biological roles of TA systems
remain enigmatic, there are now some clear, confirmed TA functions: (i) phage inhibition, (ii)
plasmid maintenance, (iii) stress response (including regulation of loci distinct from the TA pair
itself), (iv) biofilm formation, and (v) persistence. Therefore, this opinion piece aims to challenge
the oft-repeated claims of cell killing related to TA systems with the goal of emphasizing their
primary biological role: constraining metabolism in a reversible manner. Hence, their roles in
their five confirmed functions all stem from their ability to rapidly and reversibly reduce metabolic
activity.

Nebulous Nomenclature
Historically, TA systems were deemed cytosolic (not secreted); hence, TA system toxins were
considered primarily to affect the metabolism of the host that produced the TA system rather than
as serving as a weapon against other cells, such as colicins (Rendueles et al., 2014). With a better
understanding of their biological function, growth diminution as opposed to cell death, TA systems
would be more aptly named “growth inhibitors” and “silencers of growth inhibitors,” rather than
“toxins,” which imply a poison used against competitors rather than an internal means to reduce
metabolism. However, little would be served, and much confusion would ensue, if the name of the
field was changed now.

Moreover, TA system components are starting to be identified outside the cell. For example,
the type VII secretion system DNase toxin EsaD of the EsaD/EsaG TA system of Staphylococcus
aureus (Cao et al., 2016) is secreted for bacterial competitiveness; this is the second known toxin
that is a DNase with RalR of the Escherichia coli RalR/RalA TA system being the first (Guo et al.,
2014). The Xanthomonas oryzae type III secretion system toxin AvrRxo1 of the AvrRxo1/Arc1
TA system is also secreted into plants and modifies nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
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(Shidore et al., 2017). Additionally, antitoxin MqsA of the
MqsR/MqsA TA system of Xylella fastidiosa (Santiago et al.,
2016) is secreted via outer membrane vesicles. Therefore, the
distinction between external toxins like colicins and TA systems
is becoming less clear.

Note that for TA pairs, we prefer the convention of listing the
toxin first, then the antitoxin (e.g., MazF/MazE), regardless of the
gene order. In addition, we prefer naming the antitoxin with four
letters ending with an “A” (e.g., MqsA), where possible, to more
readily identify the antitoxin.

How TA systems are classified is also evolving and is based
on the mechanisms by with antitoxins mask toxin activity. There
are six well-established systems (Page and Peti, 2016) that include
type I (e.g., Hok/Sok), in which the antitoxin RNA prevents
toxin mRNA translation (Gerdes et al., 1986a), type II (e.g.,
CcdB/CcdA), in which the antitoxin protein binds directly to
the toxin to inhibit it (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983), type III (e.g.,
ToxN/ToxI), in which the antitoxin RNA binds the toxin to
inhibit it (Fineran et al., 2009), type IV (e.g., CbtA/CbeA),
in which the antitoxin protein interferes with the binding of
the toxin with its target (Masuda et al., 2012), type V (e.g.,
GhoT/GhoS), in which the protein antitoxin is an RNase that
cleaves specifically the toxin mRNA (Wang et al., 2012), and type
VI (e.g., SocB/SocA), in which the antitoxin protein causes the
degradation of the toxin (Aakre et al., 2013). A type VII system
(e.g., Hha/TomB) has also recently been discovered in which the
antitoxin is an enzyme, but rather than cleaving toxin mRNA as
in the type V system, the type VII antitoxin inactivates the toxin
by oxidizing a cysteine residue (Marimon et al., 2016).

Plasmid Stabilization Is Not Based on

Post-segregational Killing
Toxin/antitoxin systems are ubiquitous in that they are found in
nearly all prokaryotic and archaeal genomes (Pandey and Gerdes,
2005). The first TA system, CcdB/CcdA (coupled cell division),
was discovered in 1983, and was shown to maintain a mini-F
plasmid (Ogura and Hiraga, 1983). In this seminal work, there
was no mention of post-segregational killing or cell death, and
toxin CcdB was shown to inhibit host cell division (Ogura and
Hiraga, 1983).

The genesis of the idea of post-segregational killing arose with
the report of the second TA system, Hok/Sok (host killing and
suppressor of killing), that also stabilized a plasmid (R1) (Gerdes
et al., 1986b). In this report, that includes “Post-segregational
killing of plasmid-free cells” in the title, the authors indicated,
“we propose that the parB+ locus mediates plasmid stability
by killing cells that have lost the parB+ plasmid. . . ” and
claimed “irreversible killing of the host.” Unfortunately, little
evidence was presented of cell death with physiologically-relevant
levels of Hok toxin; in fact, the authors found a lack of cell
lysis as demonstrated by a lack of extracellular β-galactosidase
activity and only saw a decrease in cell viability when Hok
toxin was produced by the strong lambda promoter (Gerdes
et al., 1986b). Furthermore, ghost cells were produced (but not
a reduction in cell viability) with a copy number 8 plasmid
construct harboring a cloned hok/sok locus (presumably under

wild-type regulation but this is not clear), and R1 plasmids (the
physiological host harboring hok/sok) have a copy number of
6 (Ehrenberg and Sverredal, 1995). Later reports also lack cell
killing with physiological-relevant amounts of Hok; i.e., killing is
shown via overproduction of Hok (Gerdes et al., 1986a). Hence,
although some TA systems clearly stabilize plasmids, cell killing
of plasmid-free hosts has not been demonstrated.

MazF Does Not Cause Programmed Cell

Death
As a corollary to the lack of evidence for cell death in plasmid
maintenance studies outlined in the previous section, data
indicating toxin MazF of the E. coli MazF/MazE TA system
is responsible apoptotic behavior (i.e., programmed cell death,
PCD) are also suspect. For example, although roughly 80%
of vegetative Myxococcus xanthus cells undergo PCD during
nutrient-limiting development (one of the few examples of
bacterial PCD), it was claimed that MazF mediated this killing
(Nariya and Inouye, 2008). However, this result was later shown
to be an artifact of a defect in the PilQ1 secretin of this strain
used in the initial report by two different groups (Lee et al., 2012;
Boynton et al., 2013). Hence, PCD does not occur for wild-type
M. xanthus strains through MazF.

Similarly, it is doubtful that MazF is responsible for PCD in
E. coli. PCD was claimed in 1996 for E. coli MazF (Aizenman
et al., 1996) and has been repeated frequently (Engelberg-Kulka
and Glaser, 1999; Sat et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003; Kumar et al.,
2016). Unfortunately, the initial claim of cell death was based on
overproduction of MazF via a lambda PL promoter (Aizenman
et al., 1996). Furthermore, later studies from independent labs
show PCD does not occur (Pedersen et al., 2002; Tsilibaris et al.,
2007). Instead, MazF induces a reversible inhibition of growth
(Pedersen et al., 2002). Therefore, MazF at physiological levels
does not cause PCD in any organism to date (Boynton et al.,
2013).

The Extracellular Death Factor Is Unlikely

to Mediate Cell Death Through MazF
The extracellular death factor (EDF, Asn-Asn-Trp-Asn-Asn)
has been proposed as a quorum-sensing element for E. coli
that mediates PCD via MazF (Kolodkin-Gal et al., 2007).
Unfortunately, it appears far more likely that this pentapeptide
simply interacts with antibiotics extracellularly and has little
to do with PCD or quorum sensing. Critically, EDF has been
shown to scavenge free radicals (Gao et al., 2010) and to
protect cells from ampicillin addition (Yan et al., 2015). One
of the main problems with the claim of quorum sensing via
EDF is the necessity of adding rifampicin to see an effect
(Kolodkin-Gal et al., 2007); however, quorum-sensing systems
do not, in general, require antibiotic pre-treatments to function,
and the addition of rifampicin to inhibit transcription should
activate many of the type I TA systems in E. coli in which
the antitoxins are labile. Furthermore, no genes have been
shown to be controlled by EDF nor has a protein import or
export system been elucidated; yet, quorum-sensing systems
are based on secreted signals being either recognized by
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surface proteins or being imported and then affecting gene
expression, like AI-2 (Pereira et al., 2013) and indole (Lee
et al., 2015) in E. coli. Also, the protein from which EDF is
supposed to be derived, Zwf, contains the sequence NNWDN,
not NNWNN (Kumar et al., 2016). Hence, many aspects of
a quorum-sensing system have never been demonstrated for
EDF. Since the previous section outlines why MazF does not
cause PCD, by the transitive property, it is doubtful that
EDF mediates PCD through MazF (if PCD does not exist via
MazF).

TA Systems Do Not Inhibit Phage Through

Altruistic Killing
For the similar misperception that TA systems are involved in
cell killing during phage inhibition, we must shoulder some of
the blame. We first linked TA systems to phage propagation by
discovering that the E. coli type I TA system Hok/Sok inhibits
T4 phage propagation (Pecota and Wood, 1996); unfortunately,
we also suggested the mechanism included altruistic killing. The
role of TA systems in inhibiting phage propagation was verified
8 years later using the type II MazF/MazE TA system to show a
reduction in P1 phage propagation (Hazan and Engelberg-Kulka,
2004) and 13 years later with the type III ToxN/ToxI TA system
(Fineran et al., 2009). Phage inhibition has also been reported for
a likely type IV system, AbiEii/AbiEi from Lactococcus lactis (Dy
et al., 2014). Therefore, phage inhibition has been shown for the
four best-characterized types of TA systems. Additional proof of
the role of TA systems in phage inhibition stems from the fact that
phage carry antitoxins to combat host-encoded toxins (Otsuka
and Yonesaki, 2012), as well as encode protease inhibitors to
prevent activation of type II TA systems (Sberro et al., 2013). So
the role of TA systems in inhibiting phage propagation is solid.

However, in all these cases, cell death was not shown with a
physiological dose of toxin. For example, for ToxN/ToxI, even
with a pBad promoter for toxin induction in E. coli, the authors
found the TA system did not cause cell lysis and was reversible
(Fineran et al., 2009); yet, this became apoptotic and beneficial
behavior in later publications: “abortive infection, during which
a bacteriophage-infected cell altruistically commits suicide to
protect the clonal population, can be mediated by a TA pair”
(Blower et al., 2011). This misstatement was based on two
references that do not indicate cell suicide but instead show
growth inhibition (Blower et al., 2009; Fineran et al., 2009). To be
clear, there may be some altruistic behavior in abortive infection
systems based on other proteins, but cell death has not been
shown to be mediated by TA systems. Therefore, it is most likely
that the decrease in growth rate mediated by toxins (activated by
phage attack) leads to phage inhibition.

Given this mechanism, one would also surmise that any
protein that slows growth would inhibit phage propagation
(Wang and Wood, 2011). Hence, what makes TA systems
interesting for phage inhibition is how they are induced by phage
attack. In our original publication (Pecota and Wood, 1996), we
proposed Hok/Sok was induced passively since T4 phage rapidly
inhibits host transcription by modifying RNA polymerase, which

leads to preferential degradation of the antitoxin RNA (Sok) and
thereby activation of toxin Hok.

Guanosine Tetraphosphate (ppGpp) and

SpoT Are Not a TA System
Different from the heretofore undocumented claims of cell death
from physiologically-relevant levels of toxins of TA systems, it
was proposed that a metabolite, ppGpp, was a “toxin” and SpoT
(ppGpp 3′-pyrophosphohydrolase) was an “antitoxin” (Amato
et al., 2013). This claim is inaccurate since ppGpp is merely
the substrate of SpoT, so if this trend were continued, one
could claim any metabolite that slows growth in excess along
with a protein that reduces its level as a TA pair. For example,
following this logic, indole could be considered a “toxin” since
it inhibits growth above 2mM and AcrEF could be considered
an “antitoxin” since it exports indole (Lee et al., 2015). Clearly
this not appropriate. Even more perplexing is that ppGpp is not
a toxin in that it serves to orchestrate the stringent response.
Furthermore, the authors used carbon source transitions to form
cells they called “persisters” but this, too, has been shown to be
inaccurate (Kim andWood, 2017). Finally, their claim that cyclic
adenosine monophosphate increases persistence (Amato et al.,
2013) was also found to be incorrect in that cyclic adenosine
monophosphate decreases persistence based on three lines of
evidence (Kwan et al., 2015b).

There Are Clear Biological Roles for TA

Systems, Including the Stress Response
Even this year it has been written that “the biological roles of
many TA modules still remain elusive” (Harms et al., 2018).
Although strictly true, we feel it is more accurate to indicate there
are several clear physiological roles of TA systems. For example,
the physiological roles of the MqsR/MqsA TA system are myriad
(e.g., biofilm formation, stress response, global gene regulations,
and persistence) and linked by oxidative stress. MqsR/MqsA of E.
coli was discovered in 2004 via a whole-transcriptome study that
identified it as the first TA system induced in biofilms (Ren et al.,
2004). The structure of the TA pair was used to discern that the
toxin MqsR is an RNase (Brown et al., 2009); by cleaving RNA
with 5′-GCU sites independent of ribosomes (Yamaguchi et al.,
2009),MqsR can rapidly re-directmetabolism. In addition,MqsA
was found to not only regulate its own promoter but to control
the oxidative stress response (over 500 genes) by controlling
sigma factor RpoS by binding to an upstream palindrome (Wang
et al., 2011); this result reduces biofilm formation indirectly by
decreasing cyclic diguanylate (c-di-GMP) levels (Wang et al.,
2011). MqsA also controls biofilm directly by repressing the
promoter of the curli regulator CsgD (Soo and Wood, 2013).
Hence, MqsA is a global regulator that serves to reduce biofilm
formation in the absence of oxidative stress (by repressing rpoS
and csgD).

Oxidative stress is experienced as the commensal strain E.
coli encounters bile acid, so MqsR/MqsA helps the cell weather
oxidative stress in the gastrointestinal tract (Kwan et al., 2015a).
Furthermore, the MqsR/MqsA TA system controls TA system
GhoT/GhoS by toxin MqsR cleaving preferentially the mRNA
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of antitoxin GhoS, so during oxidative stress, MqsR activates
another TA system as a cascade (Wang et al., 2013); toxin
MqsR cleaves all but 14 E. coli mRNAs and one of these
14 mRNAs that lacks a 5′-GCU site is GhoT. The result is
that cell metabolism is reduced two ways: by (i) eliminating
nearly all mRMA via toxin MqsR cleaving 5′-GCU sites and (ii)
reducing ATP via toxin GhoT (Cheng et al., 2014). When growth
is extremely limited by this MqsR activity, the cell becomes
dormant and able to withstand extreme stress as evidenced by
the fact thatMqsR/MqsA is the first TA system that when deleted,
reduces persistence (Kim and Wood, 2010) and MqsR increases
persistence through GhoT (Wang et al., 2013). Hence, there
is a clear physiological role for the MqsR/MqsA TA system: it
conveys the oxidative stress created by bile acid through MqsA
degradation which derepresses the stress response of the cell
(including increasing biofilm formation) and through MqsR
differentially cleaving mRNA and activating GhoT (that leads to
persistence in some cells).

This role of antitoxins controlling more than their own
promoter was confirmed by antitoxin DinJ of the E. coli
YafQ/DinJ TA system; DinJ binds and represses the promoter
csgE (a positive regulator of RpoSmRNA translation) and thereby
reduces the translation of the RpoS transcript (Hu et al., 2012).
Upon stress, antitoxin DinJ is degraded and RpoS translation
is enhanced by CsgE which leads to less motility, an increase
in catalase activity, an increase in c-di-GMP, and an increase in
biofilm formation. Antitoxins acting as global regulators extends
to other strains as well; for example, in S. aureus, the SavS/SavR
TA system silences the virulence genes hla and efb by binding
their promoters (Wen et al., 2018). Hence, the role of antitoxins
as global regulators is established.

In addition, the TisB/IstR-1 type I TA system has been
shown to have the physiological role of producing persister cells
when the cell is stressed by ciprofloxacin (Dörr et al., 2010).
Ciprofloxacin damages DNA which induces TisB toxin via an
SOS response which results in TisB injuring the membrane
thereby reducing the proton motive force and ATP levels.

Conditional Cooperativity Only Holds for

Some TA Systems
It is frequently indicated that conditional cooperativity is the
prevalent form of type II TA system regulation (Harms et al.,
2018). The idea is that antitoxins can exist as dimers and bind

more than one toxin. At low ratios of toxin to antitoxin, the TA
complex represses the TA promoter more than when the ratio
of toxin to antitoxin is high. Although this concept may hold
for some TA systems, there seem to be as many exceptions as
there are those that fit this model. For example, the binding
of MqsR toxin to MqsA causes the complex to fall off DNA
since the binding sites of MqsA to DNA and to MqsR overlap,
so MqsA cannot bind both its promoter and toxin. Hence, the
regulation ofmqsRA is not governed by conditional cooperativity
(Brown et al., 2013). Similarly, the E. coli YafQ/DinJ TA system
(Ruangprasert et al., 2014), the Yersinia pestis HicA3/HicB3 TA
system (Bibi-Triki et al., 2014), and the Proteus vulgaris HigB-
HigA TA system (Schureck et al., 2014) are all not regulated by
conditional cooperativity.

PERSPECTIVES

Charles Darwin emphasized the importance of natural selection
for beneficial mutations; i.e., changes that lead to improved
reproduction will become dominant (Darwin, 1859). For
bacteria, this is often oversimplified to imply organisms with
fast growth will dominate. However, since most bacterial cells
are starving (Schmidt, 2012), it appears it is just as relevant for
microbes to elegantly decelerate their growth; i.e., the survival
of the fittest doctrine should include selection of organisms with
elegant diminution of growth. This elegant growth diminution is
the realm of TA systems, where they are clearly utilized to inhibit
phage, stabilize genetic elements, activate the stress response,
regulate biofilm formation, and generate persister cells. Hence,
TA systems are nearly ubiquitous in prokaryotes since they afford
means to reduce growth elegantly. However, they are not utilized
to kill cells.
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